ISLAMIC INTELLECTUAL HISTORY
METHODS AND APPROACHES

Lecture Series (Summer Semester 2022)

25/5/2022  Sara Omar (Georgetown University)
Genealogy and the Formation of the Lot Narrative

1/6/2022  Pieter Coppens (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Salafi Hermeneutics: Jamal al-Din al-Qasimi’s Reshaping of the Usul Canon for the Twentieth Century

8/6/2022  Maribel Fierro (Spanish National Research Council)
Al-Andalus, past and present

29/6/2022  Asad Q. Ahmed (UC Berkeley)
Book Talk „Palimpsests of Themselves
Logic and Commentary in Postclassical Muslim South Asia”

6/7/2022  Joachim Savelsberg (University of Minnesota)
Sociology’s theoretical and methodological contributions to the study of intellectual movements and academic specializations

13/7/2022  Simon Leese (Humboldt Universität zu Berlin)
Seeing the Prophet in the mind’s eye: multisensory gazes and ways of knowing in Islamic devotional poetry

The talks will be held from 5-7 pm (CET) in person at the Berlin Institute for Islamic Theology (Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, Hannoversche Straße 6 10115 Berlin), as well as online via zoom link: https://hu-berlin.zoom.us/j/6841947779?pwd=cDRhMTZPWktlZEJveTNDaGFvMUoOzZo

Lecture series is organised by the Chair of Islamic Intellectual History, Berlin Institute for Islamic Theology (BIT).